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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a field of characteristic p > 2. For an extra-special p-group of 
order p3 and of exponent p Carlson [6] constructed a periodic module of 
period 2p. It had not been known whether there exists such a periodic 
module with large period for other nonabelian p-groups. In this paper we 
show a periodic module of period 2p for a nonabelian metacyclic p-group 
M,(p) = (x, y ( xPm-’ = 1, yp= 1, y-1Xy=.~‘+pm-2), 
where m 2 3. 
Our periodic module is defined as a submodule of the 2pth syzygy of the 
trivial kM,Jp)-module k. We note that by the proof of Theorem 8.7 of 
Carlson [lo] and the algebra structure of the cohomology algebra 
H*(M,(p), k) determined by Diethelm [ 111, a periodic kM,,,(p)-module 
has a period dividing 2p. 
We describe syzygies of k of degree up to 2p explicitly in Section 2. 
By our explicit description of syzygies O”(k), 1 in < 2p, and the method 
of Benson and Carlson [S, Sect. 93 we can also determine the algebra 
structure of H*(M,,,(p), k). Since it was already determined, as we have 
mentioned, in Section 3 we only sketch our argument, which deals with the 
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algebra structure. In Section 4 we define our periodic modules and describe 
their syzygies of degree up to 2p. 
All modules considered are finitely generated right modules. Throughout 
this paper let k denote a field of characteristic p > 2. Maps are written on 
the right with the convention of writing composites. 
2. SYZYGIES an(k) OF Low DEGREES 
In this section we determine the syzygies of the trivial module k of degree 
up to 2p. Throughout this section let G denote the p-group M,(p). 
Let g=p”, q=pm-l, and r=p*-*. Let 
u= 1 +x+ ... +Xq--r. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let i and j be nonnegative integers. Then the following holds: 
(1) xy-’ - 1 = v(x- 1). 
(2) (v’jl-l)(x-l)~=(x-l)~(v’+~y-1). 
(3) (v’y- l)P= -i(x- 1)4-l, where i denotes the residue class of i 
modulo p. 
Proof. (1) xy-‘- 1 =xqerr+l - 1 =v(x- 1). 
(2) For integer i one has, using (I), 
(v’y - 1)(x - 1) = v’yx - u’y -x + 1 
= v;x~v-‘y - viy _ x + 1 
= b’ -‘-l)uiy-(x-1) 
=(x- l)(v”+ly- 1). 
By induction on j the assertion holds. 
(3) For each number 1 we have 
xY-'- 1 = uvy-' . . . /+yx - 1) 
by ( 1) and by induction on 1. In particular we have 
x- 1 =vvy . . . DYp-‘(x- 1) 
so that 
(vy)P=vv-” . . . vyP-‘= 1 +A(x- 1y-1 
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for some scalar i. In order to show that 2 = - 1, we observe that the 
coefficient of the identity element of the left-hand side is zero. Since the 
coefficient of the identity element of (u~)~ is equal to that of CT:,’ (x’y)“, 
it is the number of I’s with (x’y)” = 1 module p. Because the subgroup 
of G generated by the elements of order p is generated by x’ and y, the 
condition that (x’y)J’= 1 holds if and only if I= 0 (mod r). The number of 
such Z’s is 1 + (q - T)/T = p = 0 (mod p), as desired. Now we have 
tu’y - 1 )P = uzuiY . . . owm’ - 1 
=(vvY . . . u- vp-'Ii- 1 
= (1 -(x- I)"-I)'- 1 
= -i(x- 1)4-l. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Now we fix some notation. Let a, =x- 1 and b, = -y + 1 be elements 
in kG. For a number i with 1 < i < p - 1 we let 
cQi+l = ((o'y- l)P-' (x- I), (x- I)'+'), 
b2i+l=(09 -(Y-l)) 
and 
a,,=(v’y- 1, (x- l)i), bzi= (0, -(y- qp-1) 
be elements in kG 0 kG. Furthermore let 
a zp = (O”Y - 1, (x- 1 JP), b,=(O, -(Y-1Y-‘1, 
and 
c zp = ((x- 1)9-l, 0) 
be elements in kG@ kG. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let i be a number with 1 d i d p - 1. Then one has 
(1) dim(azi+,, bi+I)kcag-l 
(2) dim(azi, bzi)ko 2 g + 1 
(3) dim(a2,, b,, cZp)kC2 g+ 1. 
Proof: (1) The k( x)-module A generated by aZi+ I is isomorphic to 
the first syzygy of the trivial k(x)-module k,,, and is of dimension q- 1. 
On the other hand since b,,+,(x-1)9-1=(0, -(y--1)(x- 1)9-r), the 
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elements bZi+ 1( y - 1)’ (x - 1)4- I, 0 < j < p - 2, are linearly independent 
over k and each bzi+ 1(y - I)‘, 0 <j< p - 2, generates over k(x) a projec- 
tive k(x)-module. In particular the kG-module B generated by bZi+ 1 is, as 
a k(x)-module, isomorphic to the direct sum of p - 1 copies of k(x). 
Apparently the intersection of A and B is the zero module. Thus we have 
dim<u,,+,,b,,+,),,~q--l+(p-l)q=g-1, 
as desired. 
(2) Since a2i(~-l)q~1=((y-l)(x- l)“-‘,O) and bzi(x-l)q-‘= 
(0, -(y-l)p-l(x-l)yP1), we have that each of azi(y-l)j, O<j< 
p - 2, and bZi generates over k(x) a projective k(x)-module, respectively, 
andthata,,(y-1)~(x-1)~~‘,0~j~p-2,andb,,(x-1)~-’are1inear1y 
independent over k. In particular the kG-submodule in question 
contains the direct sum of p copies of k(x). On the other hand the 
element ((x - 1)9-‘, 0) is (x)-invariant and is linearly independent of 
a~i(y-l)i(~-l)Y~l, O<jgp-2, and b,,(x-l)Y-l. Consequently we 
have 
dim(a,,, b,i, ((x- l)“-‘,O)),,apq+ l= g+ 1. 
Since i d p - 1, Lemma 2.1 implies that 
so that 
(3) The argument above has already proved the assertion. The proof 
is finished. 
‘THEOREM 1. Let n be a number with 1~ n Q 2p - 1. The n th syzygy 
Q”(k) of the trivial module k for M,(p) is generated by a, and 6,. The 2p th 
syzygy Q*?‘(k) is generated by uzr, b,, and c2r. 
Proof. It is clear that the first syzygy is generated by a, and b, and is 
of dimension g - 1. We proceed in three steps. 
STEP 1. Let i be a number with 1 f i < p - 1. IfQ2i-‘(k) is generated 
by a2, - 1 and b.- 1, then Q2’(k) is generated by uzi and b2i and is of dimen- 
sion g+ 1. 
Proof By the assumption the projective cover of aliP l(k) is 
kG 0 kG, and hence the next syzygy Q2’(k) has dimension g + 1. An essen- 
tial epimorphism a2iP 1 : kG @ kG + Q*‘-‘(k) is given by 
(St t)++u2ipIs+b*i-,t for (s, t) in kG @ kG. 
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It is easily checked that both azi and hzi belong to the kernel Q”(k). This 
together with Lemma 2.2(l) implies that Q*‘(k) = (a,,, b2i)k(;. 
STEP 2. Let i be a number with 1 < i < p - 1. Zf 02i(k) is generated by 
a2i and b,, and is of dimension g + 1, then Q*‘+ ‘(k) is generated by a2i+, and 
b 2r + 1 and is of dimension g - 1. 
Proof As for Step 1 it suffices to prove that both a2i+, and bzi+, 
belong to the kernel of the essential epimorphism a2i: kG@ kG -+ Q”(k) 
defined by 
(s, t) H a29 + bait for (s, t) in kG @ kG. 
This is easily checked by Lemma 2.1. 
STEP 3. rf!d ‘*-l(k) is generated by azp- 1 and b,- ,, then 02*(k) is 
generated by a2r, b,, and c2*. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that azr,, b,, czP is contained in the 
kernel of the essential epimorphism d, _ i : kG 0 kG --) Q**- l(k) defined by 
(s, t)++a2p-,s++2p-t for (s, t) in kG@ kG. 
This is also easily checked by Lemma 2.1. The proof is finished. 
3. THE COHOMOLOGY ALGEBRA H*(M,(p), k) 
Our aim in this section is to sketch our argument which determines the 
algebra structure of the cohomology algebra H*(M,,,(p), k). 
We begin with general emmas. Let G be an arbitrary finite group. There 
is a natural isomorphism of H”(G, k) to Horn&Q”(k), k). For an element 
c( in H”(G, k) we denote by oi the corresponding kG-homomorphism of 
Q”(k) to k. We denote by L, the kernel of 6. 
If a kG-module M is periodic, then there exists an element y in H”(G, k) 
for some degree n for which MO L, is projective (Benson and Carlson [2, 
p. 851). Then, as is easily seen, the nth syzygy Q”(M) of M is isomorphic 
to M. It is said that the element y generates the periodicity of M. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a finite group. Suppose that an element i in 
H’(G, k) is not a zero divisor and that the kernel L, is periodic. Let y be an 
element in H”(G, k) which generates the periodicity of L,. Then for a number 
n greater than or equal to r + s - 1 one has 
H”(G, k) = H”-‘(G, k) [ + H”-“(G, k) y. 
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Proof. Because the induced homomorphism f, : H”(G, &Y(k)) --f 
H”(G, k) satisfies for the dimension shifting cr: H”-‘(G, k) 1: H”(G, Q’(k)) 
that 
and the element i is not a zero divisor, the exact sequence 
L, H Q’(k) ++ k gives rise to a short exact sequence 
H”-‘(G, k) A H”(G, k) 6” H”+ ‘(G, L,). 
By tensoring the exact sequence L,* O’(k) --H k with the exact 
sequence L,,* Q”(k) + k, we obtain the following commutative diagram: 
L,QL, - Q’(k)@L, F L 
I I I 
Y 
L,Q-Q”(k) - S2’(k)@SZ”(k)--+ Q”(k) 
i i i 
L, > , Q’(k) vk i 
Note that the tensor product L,@ L, is projective by our assumption. 
By applying cohomology functor to the above diagram, we obtain a 
commutative diagram 
H”(G, Qr+“(k)) M H”-“(G, k) & H”- “: ‘(G, Lr) 
I ‘Y I 
H”-‘(G, k) w .i H”( , k) e H”+ ‘(G, L,) 
Then by easy diagram chasing we can see that 
H”(G, k) = H”-‘(G, k) C + H”-“(G, k)y. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Here we introduce a notion of a Bockstein element. Let H be a normal 
subgroup of a finite group G of index p. Let q be an element in H’(G, k) 
which vanishes under the restriction map res,,,: H ‘(G, k) + H ‘( H, k). We 
call its image (q) A under the Bockstein homomorphism A: H ‘( G, k) + 
H2( G, k) a Bockstein element corresponding to H. Clearly a Bockstein 
element corresponding to H is determined up to a scalar multiple. Let s be 
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an element in G - H and let r] be an element in H ‘(G, k) which satisfies 
(s) v = 1 and (H) r] = 0, regarding H’(G, k) as Hom(G, k). Let us consider 
a 2-extension 
where 1, p, and E are the kG-homomorphisms defined by 
z:lHl@(S-l)P--l, p:l@lt+l@(s-l), 
and 
E: l@lHl. 
This extension corresponds to the Bockstein element (q) A. Let P, and P, 
be the projective covers of k and Q(k), respectively. Then by forming two 
liftings 2, and 1 r, 
we obtain a homomorphisms b, which corresponds to the Bockstein 
element p=(v) A (see Kroll [13, p. 1711). 
The following lemma and the remark may be known. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let H be a normal subgroup of a finite group G of index p. 
Suppose that a Bockstein element corresponding to H is not zero. If a 
kG-module A4 is projective as a kH-module, then M is periodic and its 
periodicity is generated by a Bockstein element corresponding to H. 
ProofI With the notation as before let K, and K, be the kernels of A, 
and A,, respectively. Then we have a commutative diagram 
Q’(k) wP, - P,---++k 
k G - k, - kg--+ k 
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By tensoring this with the kc-module M, we obtain a commutative 
diagram 
L,QM - K,QM- KCIQM 
I I 1 
Q*(M) 0 R - P,@M - P,@M--+ M 
where R is a projective kG-module. By our assumption the induced module 
Mg is a projective kG-module. Hence both K, 0 M and K,, 0 M are 
projective. Thus LB@ M is a projective module. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
Remark. When a Bockstein element is zero, there exists an exact 
sequence Q*(k) r-, K, + K,. Hence in the same way as above we see that 
Q*(k) @ M is projective so that M is itself a projective module. 
Henceforth let G denote the p-group M,(p). Let fl: Q*(k) + k be the 
kG-homomorphism defined by 
j:a,HO and b,w 1. 
LEMMA 3.3. The element /3 in H*(G, k) represented by p^ is a Bockstein 
element corresponding to the maximal subgroup (x> of G. 
Proof: Let 8, : kG 0 kG + Q(k) be the essential epimorphism defined in 
Section 2. Let 1,: kG + k?,, be the kG-homomorphism defined by 
/I,: lc,l@l. 
Let il,:kG@kG-tk$, be the kG-homomorphism defined by 
I,:(l,O)l+l@(y-l)P-’ and (0,l)H -101. 
Then we have a commutative diagram 
Q*(k) M kG@kGdl kG -k 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
481’14-v-2 
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Let r^: G’“(k) + k be the kG-homomorphism defined by 
f: azp b 0, b2P-0, and CzpH 1. 
Then the kernel L, of T has dimension g and is generated by aZp and h,,. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Each of the elements /I and T generates the periodicity 
of the kernel of the other. Namely the tensor product L, @ L, is projective. 
Proof: By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 it suffices to show that L, is projective 
as a k(x)-module. This follows from the argument in the proofs of 
Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 1. The proof is finished. 
Remark. A power /Ii of the Bockstein element B also generates the 
periodicity of L,. For a number i with 1 < i< p - 1, the kG-homo- 
morphism 3 n”(k) -+ k satisfies 
ji? a2i b+ 0 and b,;- 1, 
and the kG-homomorphism 6: SZZp(k) + k satisfies 
p: azp t+ 0, b, +-+ 1, and c2p H 0. 
LEMMA 3.5. The cohomology class T in H2p(G, k) is not a zero divisor. 
Proof For each j 3 0 we define a projective module Qi as follows. By 
tensoring the exact sequence L,r* f22p(k) --H k with the jth syzygy a’(k), 
we obtain an exact sequence L, 0 S(k) * Q2p(k) @ B’(k) ++ B’(k). 
The module L,@@(k) is isomorphic to the direct sum of sZj(L,) and a 
projective kc-module. This projective module can be factored out. Then Qj 
is defined to be the projective direct summand of the middle term of the 
resulting sequence: 
sZ’(L,)r, SZZp+j(k)@ Qi * G’(k). 
If the projective module Qj is the zero module for all j> 0, then the element 
T is not a zero divisor by Proposition 9.4 of Benson and Carlson [5]. Since 
the kernel L, is periodic and its periodicity is generated by the Bockstein 
element /I by Proposition 3.4, it suffices to show that Q, and Q, are the 
zero module by Theorem 9.3 of Benson and Carlson [S]. 
Obviously Q, is the zero module. Let us consider the exact sequence 
f2(L,)--A12p+‘(k)@Ql 
S22p+1(k) h 
++ Q(k). The syzygy sZ(L,) has dimension g and 
as d’ tmension 2g - 1. Hence by comparing the dimensions of the 
modules in the above exact sequence, we see that Q, is the zero module. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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Thus by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.5 and Proposition 3.4 we see that the 
cohomology algebra H*(G, k) is generated by /I, z, and CzO H’(G, k). 
PROPOSITION 3.6 (Dimension Formula). For a number n with n 2 0, it 
holds that 
dim H” + 2p (G, k) = dim H”(G, k) + 2. 
Proof By Theorem 9.5 of Benson and Carlson [S] we have 
dim H”+2p(G, k) = dim H”(G, k) + dim Exti,(L,, k). 
We must show that dim Ext”,,(L,, k) = 2 for all n 20. Since Q’(L,) is 
isomorphic to L,, it suffices to show that dim HomkG(Lr, k) = 2 and 
dim Hom,,(Q(L,), k) = 2. The first is clear. If P is the projective cover of 
Q(L,), then there exists an exact sequence Lf* P -++ Q(L,). Hence the 
projective cover P must be kG@ kG, so that the second does hold. The 
proof is finished. 
Let $ Q(k) + k be the kG-homomorphism defined by 
y^:a,HO and b, H 1. 
For a number i with 0 < i< p - 2 we define a kG-homomorphism 
. 
@zi+l. * Q*‘+‘(k) + k by 
a 
a2i+ I : a2it 1 H 1 and b2i + I H 0. 
We also define a kG-homomorphism 8: s22p- l(k) + k by 
c?:a2,&--+l and b2p--1w0. 
By our explicit description of syzygies of k we see that 
ta2i+l) resG,<x) fey ta2i+l) resG,<y>‘o~ 
to) resG, (x) zoy (6) res -0 G><Y>- ’
(Y 1 res - 0, G,<x> - (7) resG,<y> +O. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let i be a number with 0 < i < p - 2. 
(1) The kG-homomorphum azi + , y. - . g2i+2 (k) + + k satisfies 
a2i+2H 1 and b,,, 2 H 0. 
(2) The kG-homomorphism $: Q2p(k) -+ k satisfies 
azp ++ 1, bzpHO, and c,,HO. 
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Proof: An extension which corresponds to y in H’(G, k) is given by 
k _I kc/(x- 1, (y- I)‘&2 k, 
where 
and 
&:1+(X-l,(y-l)*)&+-+l. 
Let M denote (x- 1, (y- 1)2),, and let E denote the factor module 
KG/M. 
(1) We define a lifting 1: kG @ kG -+ E of I?,,, I by 
I: (1, 0)~ 1 +M and (0, l)+-+(y-l)+M: 
lJzi: *(k) - kGOkG __H @if l(k) 
IA 
: 
YWi + I
I 
% 
I 
&+I 
k- E----H k 
Then the kG-homomorphism &2i+, satisfies 
a2i+2- -1 and b2i + 2 H 0. 
Hence our assertion holds. 
(2) This follows by a similar argument to that above. 
LEMMA 3.8. For a number with i with 0 d i < p - 2 one has 
~*i+,P=B~*i+l=o. 
ProoJ: We define a lifting il, : kG @ kG + k&;, of oizi+ r as 
&:(l,O)I-+l@l and (0,1)~lO(Y-l) 
and define a lifting I, : kG 0 kG + k&;, of A,, as 
1,:(1,O)H101 and (O,l)F+l@(y-l)p-‘: 
nzi: 3(k) - kGQkG- kG@kG - Q*‘+ l(k) 
; %z+, 
I 
11 
I 
%o 
L I 
Q, + t 
k - k:x> - k%> - k 
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Then the kG-homomorphism $& + I satisfies 
%i+3++0 and b2i+3~0. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Using these results we can describe a basis of H”(G, k) for n with 
l<n<4p-1: 
PROPOSITION 3.9. For a number n with 1 < n < 4p - 1, a basis of 
H”(G, k) is given as follows: 
n basis 
2i+ 1 
2i+ 2 
2p - 1 
2P 
2p+2i+ 1 
2p+2i+2 
4p- 1 
a2i+ 13 B’Y 
C12i+ lY7 Pi+ ’ 
c, PIY 
ya, BP, 7 
Q+lz, j?‘YT, a/?‘+‘, fip+iy 
a2i+‘yT, pi+%, yap’+‘, flp+i+’ 
CJT, B p- ‘yz, ap, /.I”- ‘y 
(O<i<p-2) 
(O<i<p-2) 
(O<i<p-2) 
(O<i<p-2) 
LEMMA 3.10. Let i and j be numbers with 0 < i, j d p - 2. Then one has 
a2i+lc12j+l- -0 and a2i+ ‘0 = 0. 
Proof: Let cp be an automorphism of G satisfying 
yJ=xs and Yq=Y, 
where s mod q has order p - 1 in (Z/qZ)*. This automorphism q induces 
an algebra automorphism of H*(G, k), which we denote again by cp, 
satisfying 
yq=y, fiV=j3, a$+,=?+1a2i+,, o’~‘=Fe and P’=k, 
where S is the residue class of s modulo p. 
Since a 21+la2j+l and a 2r+ I c are annihilated by p, they are the zero 
element if they have homogeneous degree 2p; otherwise they are a scalar 
multiple of a2,+ Iy or azI+ ,yz for some 1. In this case by applying the 
automorphism cp we obtain 
@2i+ lazj+ l- -0 and a2i+ld=0. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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Since p > 2, one has y2 = 0 and 02= 0. The relations we have already 
derived and the dimension formula give necessary relations. Thus we have 
determined the algebra structure of H*(M,(p), k): 
THEOREM 2. The cohomology algebra H*(M,,,(p), k) is generated by the 
elements 
M2i+ 1 of degree 2i+l, O<i<p-2, (T of degree 
2p - 1, y of degree 1, fl of degree 2, and, t of degree 
2P. 
These generators satisfy 
M,~+,M~~+~ =O, M~~+~~=O, y2=0, a2=0, and G~~~+,/I=O. 
Remark. In the case that m> 4, our arguments in this paper except 
Lemma 3.10 are also valid for M,(2) without any change. 
The cohomology algebra H*(M,(2), k) over a field k of characteristic 2 
is generated by u = CI,, y, 0, CJ, and r with relations tx2 = tlr~ = cr2 = c.@ = 0 
and y’=/?. 
Proof. Since p = 2, the relation y2 = /? follows from our definitions of y 
and/?. By Lemma3.8 we havec$=O. Let H=(x’, y)=(x’)x(y) and 
let p and v be nonzero images of the inflation maps H’(H/( y), k) + 
H’(H, k) and H3(H/( y), k) + H3(H, k), respectively. The element v is 
divisible by ,u. As the subgroup (x4, y) is normal in G, the element p is 
G-invariant. Furthermore it holds that 
(II) CorH,G resG, <y> = OT cv) corH,G resG.<.y> =O, 
and 
(d CorH,G resG,<x> #‘? cv) corH,G resG,(x) +O. 
Thus by Proposition 3.9 the elements c( and 0 are nonzero scalar multiples 
Of (p) corH,Gp lv) corH,GT respectively. Then the relation tx2 = CUJ = c2 = 0 
follows easily. 
4. PERIODIC MODULE OF PERIOD 2p 
In this section we define a periodic module of period 2p for the p-group 
M,(p). Let L be the kM,(p)-submodule of Q2p(k) generated by 
% = ( u”y - 1, (x- l)P-I), 
b&- I)=( 0, -(y- l)P-’ (x-l)), 
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and 
C2P = ((x- 1)4-i, 0). 
This is the very module we want. Note that the module L is the kernel L,, 
of p. See Section 3. 
THEOREM 3. The kM,(p)-module L is an indecomposable periodic 
module of period 2p. 
Proof Let G denote the p-group M,(p). First we show that the module 
L is indecomposable. Let H(G) = CiaO H*‘(G, k). Since the module L is the 
kernel of pp, it suffices to show that the ideal ro(L) = rad ann,(,,H*(G, L) 
is a prime ideal in the algebra H(G) by Carlson [9]. This follows from the 
algebra structure of the cohomology algebra H*(G, k). Next we show that 
the module L is periodic of period 2p. Recall that the tensor product 
LO L, is a projective kG-module by the remark after Proposition 3.4. 
Hence the module L is a periodic module of period dividing 2p. Note that 
dim Soc( L) = 2 and dim L/rad L = 3 by our definition of L. Hence we have 
dim Q(L) = 3g - dim L and dimQ-‘(L)=2g-dim L, 
which implies that Q*(L) is not isomorphic to L. Namely the period is p 
or 2p. Let H= (xp, v) = (xp) x (v). Then i = (/?) resG,H in H*(H, k) is 
a Bockstein element corresponding to the maximal subgroup (xp ) by 
Lemma 3.3. It is easily seen that the restriction of the module L to the sub- 
group H is isomorphic to the kernel Lrp of the element cp in H*“(H, k). 
By Benson and Carlson [4] the k&module L,P is a periodic module of 
period 2. In particular the period of our module L is even and therefore it 
must be 2p. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Our original proof of Theorem 3 was given by calculating syzygies of the 
module L. The proof above was suggested by the referee. We express 
sincere thanks to him. 
In the following we describe syzygies of L of degree up to 2p without 
proofs. 
Let A, B, C, and D be the elements in kG 0 kG 0 kG defined as 
A=((~~y-l)~--l, (~-l)~-‘, 0) 
B=( 0, V- 1, 0) 
C=( 0, 0, x- 1) 
D=( (~-l)~-l, 0, -(Y- 1)). 
Then the first syzygy Q(L) of L is generated by these elements. 
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For each number i with 1 < id p - 1 we define the following elements in 
kGQkG@kG@kG: 
A*i= ( vpy - 1, -(x- l)P- i, 0, 0) 
B,i=( 0, (u’y- 1)p-l (x-l),, 0, 0) 
c*i= ( 0, 0, v’y- 1, (x- l)i) 
D2i= ((x- 1)4-l, 0, 0, -(y- i)p-1) 
and for each number i with 1< i 6 p - 2 we define 
Ax+ I = ((u”y-l)“P’, (x- l)P-i-1, 0, 0) 
B*i+l=( 0, v’+‘y- 1, 0, 0) 
C*i+,=( 0, 0, (v’y- l)p-’ (x-l), (x- 1)‘f’) 
D2i+l=( (x-l)y-l, 0, 0, -(Y- 1)). 
Then the set {A,,, B,, C,, Dn} is a minimal generating set of the n th syzygy 
Q”(L) of the module L., 2 <n Q 2p - 3, while the set {A,- 2, C,,_ 2, 
D2P--2} is a minimal generating set of the (2p- 2)th syzygy Q2p-2(~). We 
see that dim Q’(L) = 2g for n, 1 <n < 2p - 2. Finally let 
E=( 0, (VP-+ l)P-‘, (x- 1)p) 
and 
F= ((x- 1)4P’, 07 -(Y-l)) 
be elements in kG@ kG@ kG. The set {E, F} is a minimal generating set 
of the (2p- 1)th syzygy Q2p-‘(L) of L. 
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